Chime of Contentment

Welcome to
gaelsong

EXCLUSIVE! When you are truly at home, your
heart sounds a gentle chime of contentment. This
windchime with textured metal heart and glass beads
in warm reds sounds a dulcet tone on a nana bell
with wooden clapper. 19” long.
D40069 Heart Chime $24

As the sun enters deepest winter, age-old customs invoke
a return of light and life. Many are familiar as Christmas
traditions—candles, Yule logs and strings of lights;
evergreen fir boughs, holly and ivy. Together, we celebrate
our hopes for renewal and rebirth.
At GaelSong, we gather gifts made all over the world that
reflect appreciation for nature and traditional crafts. We
hope to bring beauty, inspiration and joy to you and those
—Colleen Connell, Founder
you love. 		

NEW!

Special
Delivery

Like a figurehead
on a sailing ship, a leaping reindeer graces the front of this sleigh,
a reminder of Santa's voyage around the world. Fill this sleigh with
little packages or ornaments to celebrate the season of giving. 15"
long, 9½" high. Gift wrap and rush delivery not available.
D60007 Reindeer Sleigh $55

NEW! thinking outside

the box

The simple design of this top takes
on depth with marled yarns in colors
inspired by the Irish countryside.
A straightforward rectangle that
drapes beautifully, the top
is highlighted by knit-in
horizontal bands
and handwarmer
pockets. Made to
be worn over a
tee. Approx. 24"
long. Wool/acrylic/
silk/nylon; hand
wash. Handmade in
Ireland, in a project
uniting members
of the settled
community and
Travellers.
One size. In
Evergreen or
Lilac Grey.
B20205
Travellers’
Top $95

actual size

Legend of
the forest

Evergreen

winter’s
festive green

Lilac Grey

Fireglow

EXCLUSIVE! Like flickering candlelight, faceted wine-red garnets glow
warmly with shining gold. Necklet combines petite garnet briolettes
with tiny faceted gold-plated nuggets; pendant and earrings
each feature a trio of garnets. Wear the necklaces
separately, or layered together as one harmonious
piece. Necklet with beads adjusts 17-19"; trio
pendant on 18" chain. Gold vermeil chain,
clasp, and earwires. Handmade in
USA by Lynn Olander.

NEW! Nature’s Gift of Color

The brilliant leaves of autumn are nature’s gift of vivid color before
the dark of winter. Flowers and leaves in the warm colors of fall drift
against black in this luxurious sweater. Tunic-length open-front sweater
features collar with geometric design, curved front for beautiful drape,
no fasteners. Approx. 35" long. 100% alpaca wool, for unparalleled
soft comfort. Hand wash. Sizes S-XL. Made in Peru; fair trade.
A20188 Autumn Leaves Alpaca Sweater $295
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EXCLUSIVE! Away in the enchanted forest, where
the sunlight glows green through the trees,
stands a mystic tower... Deep emeraldgreen Swarovski crystals and detailed
brass filigree give this pendant the air of
legend. Pendant on adjustable 16-18" chain;
coordinating lever-back earrings.Handmade in
USA by Anne Koplik. Shown in Emerald Green; also
available in Ruby Red or Sapphire Blue crystals.
J10632 Enchanted Crystal Earrings $14
J20914 Enchanted Crystal Pendant $42

Green is easy in summer,
when the world is lush with
leaf and vine, but as a chill
nips the air, green becomes
precious. Brighten winter
festivities with glorious green
in this festive dress. Vivid
emerald is slightly tamed by
the black netting overlayer;
enlivened with embroidered
leaves and vines heralding
the promise of verdant
days ahead. Dress is soft,
beautifully-draping viscose
rayon jersey knit, with
black nylon net overlayer.
Hand wash. 40" long,
sizes S-XL, 1X, 2X,
3X. Imported. Also
available in Romantic
Red or Royal Blue.
A50026 Festive
Dress $98

Earrings shown
actual size

NEW! Good News!

To a flourish of trumpets, a herald enters the queen’s court with
important tidings. Capture attention without trumpets in this tunic
with an air of legendary times. Lace inserts highlight the loose-fitting
drape, romantic bell sleeves bring a fanciful touch. In soft mid-weight
knit of pine green. Approx. 25" long. Imported. Viscose/acrylic with a
hint of spandex; hand wash or dry clean. Sizes XS-XXL.
A60342 Green Bell-Sleeved Tunic $65

gaelsong.com

J10433 Garnet Trio Earrings $67
J20666 Garnet Briolette
Necklet $95
J20667 Garnet Trio Pendant $70
SAVE 10%! When you buy
		
two or more pieces

1.800.205.5790

Romantic
Red

This collection is also
available in Emerald.

Emerald Green
Royal Blue
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